Trions, charged excitons that are reminiscent of hydrogen and positronium ions, have been intensively studied for energy harvesting, light-emitting diodes, lasing, and quantum computing applications because of their inherent connection with electron spin and dark excitons. However, these quasi-particles are typically present as a minority species at room temperature making it difficult for quantitative experimental measurements. Here, we show that by chemically engineering the well depth of sp 3 quantum defects through a series of alkyl functional groups covalently attached to semiconducting carbon nanotube hosts, trions can be efficiently generated and localized at the trapping chemical defects. The exciton-electron binding energy of the trapped trion approaches 119 meV, which more than doubles that of "free" trions in the same host material (54 meV) and other nanoscale systems (2−45 meV). Magnetoluminescence spectroscopy suggests the absence of dark states in the energetic vicinity of trapped trions. Unexpectedly, the trapped trions are approximately 7.3-fold brighter than the brightest previously reported and 16 times as bright as native nanotube excitons, with a photoluminescence lifetime that is more than 100 times larger than that of free trions. These intriguing observations are understood by an efficient conversion of dark excitons to bright trions at the defect sites. This work makes trions synthetically accessible and uncovers the rich photophysics of these tricarrier quasi-particles, which may find broad implications in bioimaging, chemical sensing, energy harvesting, and light emitting in the short-wave infrared.
■ INTRODUCTION
A negative trion is an electron−hole−electron (e−h−e) tricarrier quasi-particle that is reminiscent of hydrogen and positronium ions. 1 In contrast to electron−hole pairs that are known as excitons, a trion features a net charge and half-integer spin, which allow for the manipulation of electron spin 2 and optically probing local electrostatic fluctuations. 3 Governed by optical selection rules different from those of excitons, 4 trions can also significantly impact the dynamics of optically forbidden dark excitons. 5 In particular, a dark-triplet exciton may be converted to a bright trion by adding an extra electron, which alters the total spin. 4 Because of their unique properties, trions have been intensively explored for a broad range of potential applications, including quantum information, 2 sensing, 3 energy harvesting, 4 lasing, 6 and light-emitting devices. 7 However, trions have been observed only as a minority species at room temperature. In fact, although this quasi-particle was theoretically predicted by Lampert 8 as early as 1958, trions were not experimentally observed for decades until their recent identification by photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy in low-dimensional semiconductors at cryogenic temperatures. 3, 5, 6, 9 One of the key factors that fundamentally limits trions from being a dominant species is their low binding energy (2−45 meV). 5, 9, 10 In low-dimensional semiconductors, such as single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) and atomically thin two-dimensional (2D) transition metal dichalcogenides, the binding energy of trions increases due to the stronger Coulomb interactions at reduced dimensionality, allowing trions to be detected at room temperature. 7, 11 In SWCNTs, trions have been generated by high power laser excitation 11 and doping 12−15 of the host material, or by chemically charging covalently functionalized SWCNTs, as we have shown previously. 16 However, in all previous reports, including our own, 16 trion PL was still rather weak, and in the case of SWCNTs, weaker than the PL of native excitons. [12] [13] [14] 16 Importantly, because of spin degeneracy and intervalley short-range Coulomb interactions in SWCNTs, the excited states of SWCNTs are dominated by dark excitonic states. 17−19 Among the 12 triplet and 4 singlet excitonic states, only the one that features singlet-spin (S = 0), odd-parity, and zero-angular momentum (the charge number in the K valley, N K , equals 0) is optically allowed (bright), while the remaining 15 states are optically forbidden (dark) and 13 of which lie deeply, by ∼5−100 meV, below the bright state based on quantum theory. 17−19 As a consequence, the excitation energy can be quickly lost to the dark excitonic states, unless spin− orbit coupling is negligible, and ultimately as heat. However, unlike excitons, bright trions are characterized by total spin S = 1/2 and N K = 0, 1 (ref 4), suggesting a pathway to harness the dark-triplet excitons in SWCNTs through trion formation.
Here we report the experimental evidence of ultrabright photoluminescence from trions trapped at chemical defects that we synthetically create in semiconducting SWCNT hosts and whose well depth can be systematically tuned through the incorporation of a series of alkyl sp 3 quantum defects 20,21 into the sp 2 carbon lattice ( Figure 1a ). By colocalizing a charge with the exciton at these chemically engineered defect centers, we show that it is possible to produce trions that fluoresce brightly. Through single molecule hyperspectral fluorescence imaging, we experimentally resolved strong localization of trions around defects along the nanotube host, suggesting the possibility of precise positional controlling of trion formation through chemically engineered atomic defects. Photon antibunching measurements show the emission from the trapped trions is single-photon in nature. The defect-localized trions fluoresce brightly at room temperature, even with weak excitation (<1 kW/cm 2 ), which is otherwise impossible in the absence of trapping-induced strong localization. 11 We experimentally determined the exciton-electron binding energy of the defect-trapped trions to be as large as 119 meV in (6,5)-SWCNTs, which is significantly larger than that of mobile trions in the same host (54 meV), 13, 15 zero-dimensional (0D) quantum dots (2−25 meV), 5, 9 and also 2D materials (15−45 meV), 10 and is comparable to the 327 meV binding energy of positronium anions. 1 Unlike native excitons in SWCNTs and free trions, these trapped trions are intrinsically bright (i.e., their lowest energy state is optically allowed), as revealed here by our magnetoluminescence spectroscopy and defect depend- ence studies. The trapped trions have a photoluminescence lifetime that is two orders of magnitude larger than "free" trions in the same host material, as well as an emitting probability that is surprisingly 16 times that of the native exciton, suggesting a possible pathway to brighten dark excitons through trion formation.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Spatial Localization of Trions at sp 3 Quantum Defect Sites. We chemically created sp 3 defects in the sp 2 carbon lattice of individual (6,5)-SWCNTs by covalently attaching hexyl groups to the semiconductor hosts, using a defect chemistry that we developed recently, 20 producing a 0D−1D hybrid quantum system hereafter labeled as (6,5)-SWCNT-C 6 H 13 ( Figure S1 ). The defect creates a discrete state (E 11 − , emitting at 1095 nm) that lies below the native E 11 excitonic state of the nanotube (emitting at 980 nm). Na 2 S 2 O 4 , which is used as a radical initiator in the chemistry, also acts as a reducing agent that introduces electrons to the nanotube, enabling the production of negatively charged trions (E T , emitting at 1226 nm). The relative energy levels of E 11 , E 11 − , and E T in reference to the e−h recombined states are shown in Figure 1b . In stark contrast to free trions in unfunctionalized SWCNTs that are mobile or weakly bound at shallow potential wells, 11, 15 in the presence of the introduced sp 3 defects, we found that trions are localized in a deep potential well, with a depth of ΔE T that can be directly measured from the energy difference between E 11 and E T in the PL spectra (Figure 1a ,b). By controlling the density of defects, the defect and trion PL intensities can also be finely tuned (Figure 1c , Figure S1 ).
To provide direct evidence that trions are spatially localized at the defect sites, we spectrally and spatially resolved trion PL in correlation with defects along the nanotube host ( Figure  1d −g, also see Figure S2 for additional examples). Note that this observation is made at low excitation power (0.5 kW/cm 2 at an off-resonant wavelength, 730 nm) to avoid possible optical generation of trions. 11 While E 11 PL is distributed along nearly the entire length of the imaged nanotube (7 μm), the E 11 − and trion PL are spatially confined within the diffraction limit of our PL microscope (430 nm for our short-wave infrared wavelength). The PL emission of E T is also spatially correlated to the intensity profile of E 11 − , which similarly shows localization (as previously observed for excitons trapped at ether and aryl defects 22 ), and at regions of the nanotube where the E 11 PL intensity is low. This complementary nature of the intensity distribution suggests that trion PL originates from the hexyl defects and spatially correlates with E 11 − states. We further show that the emission from the defect-trapped trions exhibits strong photon antibunching, which is a hallmark of single-photon emission. 23 Figure 1h is representative data obtained from a standard Hanbury−Brown−Twiss experiment on single defects in (6,5)-SWCNT-C 6 H 13 under pulsed excitation at 4.2 K. The second-order photon correlation function g 2 (τ) exhibits an antibunching dip at the zero-time delay well below unity, providing strong evidence that defecttrapped trions in SWCNTs are single-photon emitters. Although antibunching is compromised by blinking, we find a single-photon purity of 0.89 by fitting the data (Figure 1h ).
We note that our trion chemistry occurs at a high level of electron doping conditions induced by the reducing agent (Na 2 S 2 O 4 ). However, in the absence of the hexyl defects, Na 2 S 2 O 4 does not induce the charged exciton peak E T . Controlled doping experiments further confirm that the observed E T PL originates from negative trions in (6,5)-SWCNT-C 6 H 13 (Figure 2 ). Our results showed that the PL intensity of all three peaks (E 11 , E 11 − , and E T ) decreased upon the addition of hydrochloric acid as a hole dopant, due to the known quenching effect of E 11 excitons by hole doping, 24 but the E T peak responded even more sensitively to hole doping compared to E 11 − (Figure 2d,e ). When the proton concentration is higher than 1 mM, the trion PL becomes completely quenched. These trends are consistently observed at both low and high densities of defects ( Figure S3 ). We also consistently observed this quenching effect for another hole doping agent, 2,3,5,6-tetrafluoro-7,7,8,8,-tetracyanoquinodimethane ( Figure  2b ,c), which also readily neutralizes the negatively charged trions. We note that such doping may be attained electro-chemically, as shown in the absence of trapping defects, 12,13 or by electrically injecting electrons or holes as demonstrated in other semiconductor systems but with little positional control. 25 It is also interesting to note that with electrochemical techniques, as shown by Shiraki, Nakashima, and colleagues, 26 it may be possible to obtain additional information from the redox potential for these trapping defects. Our results here highlight that trions are generated precisely at the defect site through chemical doping of the defect.
Bright PL from Trapped Trions. In stark contrast to free trions in unfunctionalized SWCNTs, 15 our alkyl-functionalized SWCNTs exhibit surprisingly bright trion PL. In the absence of intentionally implanted defects, the PL brightness of trions is far below that of E 11 and can only be resolved at high doping (>0.7 nm −1 ) 14 or high excitation power densities (>1 kW/ cm 2 ). 11 Significantly, on the basis of ensemble measurements, the PL from trapped trions is significantly brighter, by approximately 7.3-fold, than the brightest trion ever reported 16 ( Figure 3a ). The observed trion PL intensity is even brighter, by 3.1 times, than the native E 11 PL intensity of unfunctionalized SWCNTs, even though there are over 100 times more lattice carbon atoms than the defect sites.
PL lifetime measurements ( Figure 3b and Table S2 ) show that the PL decay of E 11 in (6,5)-SWCNT-C 6 H 13 is dominated by the bright state (τ ∼ 24 ps) and a small, long-lived component (103 ps; amplitude less than 5%). These time scales are similar to those observed in unfunctionalized control samples (25 and 147 ps), in which the long component originates from dark E 11 excitons. 27, 28 The PL decays of the defect states E 11 − and E T show biexponential behavior. Interestingly, the E T PL lifetimes (154 ± 12 ps for the shortlived component τ s and 374 ± 8 ps for the long-lived component τ l ) are considerably longer than the E 11 PL and "free" trions (less than 2 ps). 14 The amplitude of τ l for E T was 53.7 ± 1.6%, which is also significantly higher than those of E 11 and E 11 − (4.8 ± 0.3% and 18.6 ± 0.4%, respectively). On the basis of fluorescent lifetime measurements, the QY of the E 11 exciton is estimated at 1%, consistent with reports for unfunctionalized SWCNTs in aqueous dispersion. 29 To determine the emitting probability of the defect-trapped trions, we considered exciton diffusion, trapping at local defects, 27, 29 and the formation of trions at the defect site, and determined that trapped trion has a probability of at least 16.3% to radiatively decay and emit a photon, which is more than 16times as bright as the E 11 exciton in unfunctionalized SWCNTs (see Methods in the Supporting Information).
Surprisingly, E 11 − and E T are both brighter than the statistical upper-bound limit of bright E 11 excitons in SWCNTs (which should be less than 1/16) based on spin and symmetry selection rules alone. 19 These observations suggest that brightening of dark excitons must have contributed to the observed ultrabright PL from trapped excitons and trions. By the nature of the chemistry, charge doping is localized at the defect site, thus providing a mechanism to generate trions from dark excitons that are also trapped at the defect sites. Furthermore, ΔE T shows a strong dependence on both the nanotube chirality and diameter ( Figures S4 and S5 and Table  S3 ). The (2n + m) family pattern of ΔE T matches that of free trions in unfunctionalized SWCNTs 12 while the diameter dependence follows the inverse second-order equation, which is a signature behavior of dark excitons, 18, 30 providing additional evidence that dark E 11 excitons contribute to the observed bright E T emission. While our experiments do not reveal the detailed mechanism by which the dark excitons may contribute, it is possible to conclude that dark exciton brightening occurs due to the trion's extra charge, which makes this tricarrier quasi-particle follow a different selection rule from that of excitons, as discussed in the Introduction. Such a mechanism is facilitated by colocalization of dark excitons at the defect sites at which our chemistry introduces the required extra charges.
Magnetoluminescence Spectroscopy Suggests the Absence of Dark States in the Energetic Vicinity of Defect-Trapped Trions. In order to probe the presence of potential dark states in the energetic vicinity of E 11 − and E T states, we performed magnetoluminescence spectroscopy on individual SWCNTs. The upper and lower panels of Figure 4a show the evolution of the E 11 peak for an unfunctionalized (6,5)-SWCNT in response to an increasing magnetic field. The nanotube PL exhibits both characteristic features expected for an unfunctionalized SWCNT subjected to a coaxial magnetic field: 19 with increasing magnetic field, the lower-lying singlet dark state brightens progressively by acquiring oscillator strength at the expense of the bright state (as evident from the peak fits of the bright and dark PL emissions in the upper panel as well as in the color-coded PL representation in the lower panel of Figure 4a ). Additionally, the bright-dark splitting of the singlet (Δ 0 ) evolves from its zero-field value Figure 4a ). 31 The field-induced energy splitting Δ AB = μφ is a consequence of the Aharonov−Bohm flux φ = πd 2 B || /4 due to the fraction of the magnetic field B || = B cos θ that is parallel to the SWCNT with diameter (d) and magnetic coupling constant (μ). On the basis of the fit to the data with θ = 45°for this specific nanotube, we extracted μ = 1.8 meV·T −1 nm −2 , which is consistent with a (6,5) tube diameter of 0.76 nm and values found in previous experiments. 32 These results consistently suggest the presence of dark states for E 11 excitons.
In stark contrast to the E 11 PL of the unfunctionalized SWCNT in Figure 4a , neither the E 11 − nor the E T peaks of the covalently functionalized nanotube showed sizable effects in magnetic fields of up to 8 T (upper and lower panels of Figure  4 , panels b and c, respectively). Both E 11 − and E T remained solitary peaks throughout the magnetic field sweep, without displaying any significant shifts or splitting within the energy boundaries given by characteristic spectral fluctuations (∼2 meV) and the resolution limit of our spectrometer (∼300 μeV), respectively.
The absence of a spin Zeeman splitting within the spectral resolution limit of our experiment can be understood by the intervalley nature of nanotube trions; i.e., the additional electron that binds to the exciton resides in the opposite valley than the electron that forms the exciton. In the absence of strong spin−orbit coupling in SWCNTs, 33 the intravalley configuration of two electrons (say both in the K valley) is energetically disfavored as compared to the intervalley configuration (one electron in K and one in K′) due to the exchange interaction. From this perspective, the extra electron is nothing but a spectator to the recombination process of an exciton without spin Zeeman splitting. In other words, since the spin projections along the magnetic field axis of the initial state (trion) and the final state (electron) are identical, the energy difference for optical transitions between these states will be effectively zero. This scenario is conceptually similar to optical transitions in monolayer 2D semiconductors, in which the magnetic-field-induced splitting is entirely due to the valley Zeeman effect, while the spin Zeeman contribution is zero. 34, 35 The valley Zeeman effect in CNTs, on the other hand, is expected to be very small due to the electron−hole symmetry 36 inherited from graphene.
These observations provide the first experimental evidence that E 11 − and E T are the lowest energy states for these defecttrapped quasi-particles. This further explains why the trapped excitons and trions are much brighter than their "free" counterparts, whose photophysics are dominated by nonradiative decay mechanisms due to the lower-lying dark states. 18 In contrast, the optically allowed trion can be generated from a dark-triplet exciton and an electron, presenting a new quasi-particle state that is intrinsically bright, as evidenced by the unexpected PL intensity and absence of magnetic splitting.
Large Binding Energies of Trions in Deep Trapping Wells. To better understand the origin of the defect-associated bright trions, we further determined the binding energies, E b , of these defect-trapped quasi-particles. Because of its being localized in a deep trap, a defect-state trion is expected to have a larger binding energy due to enhanced Coulomb interactions between the exciton and electron. 37 The binding energy of a negative trion is the minimum energy required to bind an exciton and an electron. For mobile trions in unfunctionalized SWCNTs, 11, 15 this binding energy, E b , is determined by subtracting the energy splitting between the triplet dark E 11 exciton, which is the lowest energy state, and the singlet bright E 11 exciton from the energy separation, ΔE T . By subtracting the dark-triplet bright-singlet splitting from ΔE T (ref 17) and correcting for the dielectric constant (ε ≈ 3.5), 38, 39 we can obtain a binding energy of ∼134 meV for (6,5)-SWCNT-C 6 H 13 , compared to 54 meV for mobile trions in unfunctionalized (6,5)-SWCNTs which observe a ΔE T of ∼178 meV 13, 15 (versus 253 meV for the defect-trapped trions).
Intriguingly, as a trapped trion dissociates, either the exciton or the electron may remain trapped. Since it takes more energy for an exciton (which contains both electron and hole) than just an electron to escape the trap, the binding energy of a trapped trion would be the minimum energy required for it to dissociate into an exciton (which remains trapped at the defect) and an electron. On the energy ladder, both the trapped trion and trapped exciton are located deeply and well below that of the low-lying dark states of the E 11 excitons ( Figure 5 ). Furthermore, since dark states are not observed in the energy vicinity of the trapped trion or trapped exciton, the lowest energy state is optically allowed for both excitons and trions when they are trapped at a sp 3 defect. Therefore, the binding energy of the trapped trion is simply the energy difference between the trapped trion and trapped exciton, which can be experimentally determined directly from E T and Figure 5 . Binding energies of defect-trapped trions. The emission energies of E 11 − (black dots and line) and E T (red dots and line) decrease linearly with the Taft constants of the functional groups that create the sp 3 quantum defects in (6,5)-SWCNTs. The bright-dark splitting of E 11 excitons is plotted as theoretically predicted 17 energies of dark states (shaded), bound by the low-lying singlet dark state and the lowest, triplet state, which is dark. Note that these theoretical dark state energies are not corrected for the difference in dielectric environment of our experimental systems. The energy level of the mobile trion 15 is also plotted for comparison.
E 11
− to be 119 meV. This binding energy is slightly lower than that derived from the conventional picture (134 meV) which makes use of theoretically predicted dark-bright splitting energy and dielectric constants. Even with this conservative lower-bound value (119 meV), the binding energy of a trapped trion is significantly larger than that of mobile trions in unfunctionalized (6,5)-SWCNTs (54 meV), 13, 15 0D quantum dots (2−25 meV), 5, 9 and 2D materials (15−45 meV). 10 This large binding energy explains the unexpected brightness observed for trapped trions. By systematically varying the chemical nature of the defects, ranging from nonfluorinated (−C 6 H 13 ), partially fluorinated, and perfluorinated (−C 6 F 13 ), we found it is possible to tune the well depth and the binding energy of the trapped trion ( Figure 5 , Table 1 ). We also observed that the E T PL becomes weaker with increasing depth of the potential well, as indicated by E 11 − ( Figure S6 ). This observation was initially unexpected, but can be understood as a result of the electronic inductive effects of fluorine on the alkyl defects and can be quantitatively correlated to the Taft constant, σ* (ref 20). On one hand, the fluorine deepens the exciton trapping potential, resulting in the larger energy shift for E 11 − . On the other hand, with its electron withdrawing capability the fluorine may pull electron density away from the trapped trion, and as a consequence E b of the trapped trion decreases by 38 meV for (6,5)-SWCNT-C 6 F 13 compared to the -C 6 H 13 defects. Extrapolating the E 11 − and E T curves in Figure 5 , we suspect that the trion may lose brightness further when σ* becomes significantly more positive, since the binding energy may decrease to a level inadequate to bind the electron−hole−electron as a quasi-particle. This inductive effect suggests the possibility of electrically gating the generation of excitons and trions at chemically incorporated defect sites, which will be verified in future experiments.
■ CONCLUSION
We observed ultrabright PL from trions trapped at sp 3 defects that were synthetically created in semiconducting SWCNT hosts by covalent bonding of alkyl groups to the sp 2 carbon lattice. The trapped trion is 16 times as bright as the native nanotube excitons, with a photoluminescence lifetime that is more than 100 times greater than "free" trions in the same host material. This unexpected brightness arises from strong localization of the trion in the deep potential well of the defect, as supported by single nanotube photoluminescence imaging, giving rise to an extraordinarily large exciton-electron binding energy (119 meV in (6,5)-SWCNT-C 6 H 13 ). Magnetoluminescence spectroscopy suggests that the lowest energy states for these defect-trapped tricarrier quasi-particles are optically allowed. With the efficient generation of ultrabright trions, it is now possible to manipulate charged excitons with nonzero spin, which provides an ideal platform for studying fundamental photophysics, including dark exciton states in low-dimensional carbon materials and many-body physics. The strong localization makes trions readily accessible through chemically introduced defects, enabling positional control over the charging chemistry that allows trion formation to occur precisely at the trapping defect. To our knowledge, this type of control has not been possible in the solid-state nanostructures previously studied. 3, 5, [12] [13] [14] [15] 25 Many promising applications derived from these materials can also be expected, including infrared bioimaging, 40 carrier-doped field effect transistors, 12,13 and quantum information science. 2, 41 ■ METHODS High Purity SWCNT Hosts. CoMoCAT SG65i (Southwest Nanotechnologies, lot no. SG65i-L39) were stabilized in water as individual nanotubes and sorted to single chirality purity. The sorted SWCNTs were stabilized in D 2 O (Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, Inc., 99.8%) with 1 wt %/v sodium dodecyl sulfate (Sigma-Aldrich, >98.5%) for subsequent functionalization.
Chemical Creation of sp 3 Defects in SWCNT Hosts. To incorporate sp 3 defects, 7.6 mM NaHCO 3 (EMD chemicals, HPLC grade), 0.16% v/v CH 3 CN (Acros organics, HPLC grade, 99.9%), and various alkyl halides (see Table S1 ), and 3.6 mM of Na 2 S 2 O 4 (Sigma-Aldrich, 85%) were added sequentially to each SWCNT solution and reacted for 2 h. To increase the density of defects, the concentration of the alkyl halide was increased proportionally to the concentration of the SWCNTs.
Spectroscopic Characterization of Trion PL. The reactions were monitored in situ using a NanoLog spectrofluorometer (HORIBA Jobin Yvon). The samples were excited with a 450 W xenon source dispersed by a double-grating monochromator. The slit width of the excitation and emission beams was 10 nm. Excitation−emission maps and single excitation PL spectra were collected using a liquid-N 2 cooled linear InGaAs array detector. Absorption spectra were measured using a Lambda 1050 UV-vis-NIR spectrophotometer (PerkinElmer) equipped with both a photomultiplier tube and an extended InGaAs detector. For single tube PL imaging, a small aliquot of (6,5)-SWCNT-C 6 H 13 solution in 1% wt/v sodium deoxycholate (Sigma-Aldrich, > 99%) was deposited on poly D-lysine coated glass slides (part no. P35GC-0-10-C, MatTek Corporation). The imaging was performed using a custom-built microscope that integrates a volume Bragg grating system (Photon etc) and an oil immersion objective (UAPON 150XOTIRF, NA = 1.45, Olympus). 42 The nanotubes were excited by a 730 nm diode laser at a power density of 0.5 kW/ cm 2 , and the PL emission was collected using a liquid-N 2 Hole Doping Experiments. The (6,5)-SWCNT-C 6 H 13 solutions were ultrafiltrated using a 100 kDa ultrafiltration centrifugal tube (Amicon, EMD Millipore) to remove the reaction byproducts and unreacted reagents. The sp 3 quantum defect-tailored SWCNTs were then hole-doped by hydrochloric acid. The solution pH was adjusted from 2.98 to 8.72 by adding small aliquots of 20 mM HCl (Sigma-Aldrich) or NaHCO 3 solutions. The pH was determined using a pH meter (Accumet AB15+ Basic and BioBasic pH meters, Fisher Scientific). Hole doping by 2,3,5,6-tetrafluoro-7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane (F 4 TCNQ) was performed by sequentially increasing the concentration of F 4 TCNQ (Sigma-Aldrich, 97%, lot no. MKBR1477 V) from 0 to 1 mM in the SWCNT solution.
PL Lifetime Measurements. The PL lifetimes were measured at room temperature using 568 nm excitation (4 ps pulsewidth, 40 MHz repetition rate) and a single quantum nanowire detector. Spectral filtering to resolve each PL peak was achieved with appropriate band-pass (BP)/long-pass (LP) filters in front of the detector, including BP 1000/50 for E 11 , BP 1100/10 for E 11 − , and LP1200 for E T . The collected decay curves were reconvolution fitted with the corresponding instrument response function for each detector in FluoFit (Picoquant).
Magnetoluminescence Measurements. The unfunctionalized (6,5)-SWCNT control and (6,5)-SWCNT-C 6 H 13 in 1% wt/v DOC were drop-cast onto SiO 2 substrates and subjected to magnetic fields of up to 8 T in a home-built confocal microscope immersed in a helium bath cryostat with a base temperature of 4.2 K. Individual nanotubes were selected for collinear orientation with the magnetic field axis using the well-known antenna effect. 
